New, Patented Technique for Naturally Restoring Healthy Vision

ANDREW A. ANGANES, ROGER DAVID MCLEOD, University of Massachusetts Lowell, MILENA MACHADO, Goiânia, Goiás, Brazil, Naturoptics — The patented NATUROPTIC METHOD FOR RESTORING HEALTHY VISION claims to be a novel teaching method for safely and naturally improving vision. It is a simple tutoring process designed to work quickly, requiring only a minimal number of sessions for improvement. We investigated these claims, implementing Naturoptics for safe recovery of vision\textsuperscript{TM}, ourselves, over a period of time. Research was conducted at off campus locations, mentored by the creator of the Naturoptic Method. We assessed our initial visual acuity and subsequent progress, using standard Snellen Eye Charts. Our research is designed to document successive improvements in vision, and to assess our potential for teaching the method. Naturoptics’ Board encourages work-study memorial awards for students. They are: “The David Matthew McLeod Memorial Award,” or “The Kaan Balam Matagamon Memorial Award,” with net earnings shared by the designees, academic entities, the American Indians in Science and Engineering Society, AISES, or charity. The Board requires awardees, students, and associated entities, to sign non-disclosure agreements.
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